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The Sea King’s rescue mission was officially initiated. 

 

Due to limited time, instead of assembling at the Liuli Coast, the players decided to gather when they 

met in the Kuilong Ocean. All of them summoned their ships and warships and proceeded straight to 

Kankun Island. 

 

Many players who were wandering in the Void Ocean also set off straight there after they received the 

news. 

 

The number of players who participated in the mission far exceeded their previous expeditions and 

reached a total of over 20 million. 

 

After all, things were different this time. Every player and every second was crucial as the Sea King might 

fall at any moment. Even many of the players who only enjoyed farming were joining in. 

 

They could only pray that the Sea King could hold on until they reached him. 

 

… 

 

Kankun Island, Kuilong Ocean. 

 

The war went on for more than two hours. The valiance of the Sea King clearly exceeded the 

expectations of the leaders of the various forces. 

 

They were unable to harm the Sea King the slightest bit even with the Demon Captivating Formation 

restraining him. 

 



Yet, they were still confident that they could take the Sea King down in this battle. 

 

The Sea King would exhaust all of his strength sooner or later as long as he couldn’t break through the 

siege. And that moment would be his downfall. 

 

However, they were still reluctant to confront the valiant Sea King directly. They could only set a 

formation to restrain him and humiliate him publicly as none of them were willing to be the sacrifice for 

the victory. 

 

Countless energy ribbons were revolving within the huge formation and were shrouding the whole 

island. They were connected with the leaders of the various forces below to get the supply of energy 

from them to form countless jail chains in the air before dashing toward the Sea King. 

 

Although the Sea King was currently not as powerful as Mu Zhiguang, he was still capable of the strength 

of an Intermediate Ghost Emperor after obtaining all the strength from the Lord of Death. He was still 

looking for chances to counterattack although he was besieged. 

 

The Death’s Light Wheel continued spiraling within the formation, launching attacks downward while 

breaking the Chains of Rune at the same time. Every strike caused waves of panic in the leaders of the 

alliance forces. 

 

Looking at the countless chains that reformed around him, the Sea King’s face darkened. With a raise of 

his arm, a blackhole linked to the Land of Western Death was formed. 

 

Roars of creatures were heard from within the void as figures were gushing out of it and pouncing 

toward the leaders of the various forces underneath. The spherical Passage of Death was engulfing the 

space within the formation as it enlarged slowly. 

 

“Cut off the link with the void!” Lang Ya roared furiously, noticing the Creatures of Death emerging from 

the void passage. 

 



The leaders charged their strengths in unison and transmitted them into the formation upon hearing 

Lang Ya’s order. 

 

The formation revolved even faster as the lights outside shone and the space within it condensed. The 

Passage of Death distorted mid-air and the creatures emerging from it were torn apart and lost their 

combat ability from the strength in the space within the formation. 

 

Looking at the situation, the Sea King charged the Power of Death wrapping his right arm which turned 

as dark as night. He then extended his arm and pressed on the twisted blackhole to insert his Death 

Strength to ward off the force from the Demon Captivating Formation. 

 

Fending the crowd solely on his own, the Sea King was starting to feel strained. 

 

The strain was obviously detrimental to him. When he was about to give up, he saw some lights a 

distance away from the formation and he could almost feel the whole formation quaking. 

 

“Sea King Boss, we’re almost there! Hold on!” 

 

As a voice echoed, a gigantic warship emerged from the sea a ways away from the island and collided 

onto the formation hard. The formation quaked slightly as the warship collapsed with a loud boom. 

 

“We’re here! We’re here! Leap, Black Pearl, knock them off!” 

 

Another warship emerged from the sea and collided into the formation that was shrouding Kankun 

Island. 

 

Warships were appearing one after another and colliding into the formation, indicating that the players 

finally rushed over. Their mode of attack was the Warship Leap technique, which was originally used to 

dodge warship attacks. 



 

They were using this aggressive method to announce the Fourth Disaster’s arrival to the Sea King and 

the leaders of the various forces in the formation! 

 

“Sea King Boss, hold on! Kill all of them!” 

 

“Sea King Boss, I’m a fan of yours! I’m risking my life to rescue you, are you touched?” 

 

“Kill them! Break the formation and wipe out all the parasites!” 

 

… 

 

Numerous energy missiles were launched as brilliant as fireworks toward the island and crashed onto 

the formation along with the players’ shouts. 

 

Their arrival caused a massive headache to the internal leader of the island. 

 

They assigned all of their military forces to Xin Mo Island to initiate a lockdown so that the Sea King Navy 

couldn’t provide assistance. They were expecting to take the Sea King down as fast as they could. 

 

However, they clearly underestimated the difficulty to deal with the Sea King and they could not defeat 

him in just a short time. They didn’t expect that another alliance of the Sea King Navy would reach them 

beforehand. 

 

Looking at the situation, Lang Ya was furious. 

 



“Do not fear death, go all in to take the Sea King down. Do not fail from the lack of a final effort!” Lang 

Ya acted first by surging a larger amount of his strength into the energy ribbon connected to the 

formation and the runes within the formation began to reform faster. 

 

The leaders of the forces around him became determined upon listening to his words and charged the 

strength within their bodies, ready to go for a fatal blow to the Sea King. 

 

Although the Sea King was equally astonished that the players were providing him aid at this crucial 

moment, he couldn’t think further about it. In facing the never-ending runes, the Sea King was trying his 

best to struggle and survive. 

 

It was the perfect moment for a counterattack. The leaders’ defenses were at their weakest when they 

were charging the formation with their full ability. The Death’s Light Wheel spun off speedily and killed 

two of them. 

 

“Don’t get distracted, don’t get scared… this is our only chance!” Lang Ya roared as he was worried that 

the deaths would deter the crowd. 

 

The Chains of Rune within the formation multiplied and grew to the extent that they would be 

impossible for the Sea King to break all of them. 

 

The chains disappeared the moment they came into contact with the Sea King’s body as they integrated 

into his body. They were causing a sting whenever the Sea King worked the Power of Death in his body. 

 

The situation was extremely alarming. The Sea King was struggling to drive the Seal Strength out of his 

body. However, the seal was getting stronger as the Strength accumulated within his body. 

 

Another three of the four leaders lost their lives from the Death Light’s Wheel. However, the leaders of 

the forces couldn’t afford to be bothered right now as they were occupied in giving everything they had 

in charging the formation to take the Sea King down. 

 



At the same time, the number of players outside kept multiplying and they fenced in the whole island. 

 

Every player was using their strongest attacking technique in an attempt to break the formation and aid 

the Sea King to fend off his enemies. 

 

The crowd in the south of the formation was wild as all the players were doing their best in slashing the 

formation. Then, another Specter Ship came and crashed into the formation. A player’s silhouette was 

seen jumping off the ship the moment it fell apart. 

 

Right before he fell into the ocean, an enormous form emerged near the sea surface and leaped out of 

the sea with the player on its back. 

 

Bai Ze gave a few pats on Little Kun under him and pointed a finger at the Demon Captivating 

Formation. 

 

“Little Kun, attack with your full strength!” 

 

Little Kun made a determined expression upon hearing his order. It took a deep breath before flapping 

its tails swiftly and crashed into the defense wall of the formation hard. 

 

Little Kun was dazzled from the impact whilst Bai Ze fell into the sea from the collision. 

 

Little Kun ducked into the water to support Bai Ze the moment he recovered from his daze. Once again, 

he steadied his gaze and flapped his tail to launch a second attack. 

 

“Wait! Wait! Wait!” 

 

Bai Ze called out to stop Little Kun from attacking as he suddenly remembered that he didn’t have any 

other combat skills other than his five talent abilities. 



 

However, Little Kun was already near and he couldn’t stop in time. 

 

Again, he knocked into the defensive wall hard. The impact knocked them out. Little Kun’s belly was 

facing upward, his eyes rolling upward. 

 

Bai Ze rushed over to Little Kun hurriedly and checked his attributes. Noticing that his health didn’t even 

have 15% left, he was so mad that he laughed. He couldn’t help but feel absolutely helpless. 

 

At the same time, a hibernating beast opened his eyes abruptly in the deepest part of the Kuilong 

Ocean. 

 

It could sense an aura, an overlord’s aura. 

 

Although the aura was weak, it was still an overlord’s aura. 

 

There was a Law of Survival in the vast Underworld Sea. The position as the overlord of the ocean was 

never inherited by a successor, a competition was required. Every creature with the potential to be an 

overlord was required to enter new oceans to get used to the Laws of Survival upon maturity. They had 

to seize the position as the overlord by growing there and take the previous overlord down. 

 

Tao Wu intended to let Little Kun walk the path to be an overlord but finally allowed him to make his 

own decisions for his future. 

 

However, things were different this time because Little Kun entered the Kuilong Ocean into another 

overlord’s territory. His leaking overlord aura had alerted the Lord of Kuilong who was lying low in the 

deepest part of the Kuilong Ocean. 

 



The Kuilong King was awakened at that moment and he intended to accept the declaration of war by the 

new overlord from outside! 

 

Kuilong’s blood-red eyes moved as he moved his gigantic body forward slowly. He raised his head and 

let out a loud roar before he swam toward the area where Little Kun was located. 

 

Looking at Little Kun, who was recovering slowly, Bai Ze rubbed his head as he made a pitiful face. He 

was clearly distressed from the two collisions. 

 

Ying! 

 

Little Kun made a low whistle and threw a glance at the formation. 

 

“No, no… you did great but you should stop. Be good!” 

 

Looking at Little Kun who was refusing to give up, Bai Ze shook his head to stop him. He was genuinely 

terrified to lose Little Kun over any more collisions. 


